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An ERP for Textile Manufacturing Business 



An intelligent system to assist you to manage sales, customer 
relationships with highly interactive communication. It offers full 
visibility to act smartly in pre-costing, price negotiation, procuring 
orders, issue sales orders, search for available stock, issuing PI 
and oversee final delivery. It lets you browse through the Style 
Library to plan sample production if required. Customer service is 
embedded in this module to record all returns, complaints and 
support calls.

Sales and
   marketing

KANDAREE is capable of planning the production schedule. It is 
embedded with the highly intelligent algorithm to simplify the most 
complex production planning process. The system plans on visual 
interactive board considering the delivery date, supply chain 
commitments, current production, availability of right size beam, 
and pre & post processing jobs. KANDAREE is built with the 
intelligence to suggest the most optimized plan considering all 
given available resources. The planning board is extremely 
dynamic to accept any current situation and considers any changes 
in prescheduling activity and produces a revised plan.

Product
   planning

KANDAREE works as a great tool for product development 
department. It creates the Recipe Bank from each and every 
product developed. The complete recipe for each product type is 
maintained with each iteration in the development phase. Before 
any new product development,  system can flash the closest 
matched product based on certain given parameters to help in 
creating a new product.

The system processes all type of purchases initiated through Indent/Requisition of 
Stock, Capital and Service from respective departments. Through this module Purchase Orders to 

the suppliers are raised against the approved purchase requisition. The system validates requisitions with 
stock availability before raising the work order. The system also allows independent Purchase Order which is unique and without any tagging 
with the mainstream work order. System has the facility to email softcopy of the purchase order directly to the supplier. Service Work Orders 
to Vendors for various processes are also handled through this module. All modes of Payment (LC, Credit, Cash, TT, etc.) are supported along 
with downstream integration.

Product
   development

KANDAREE works as a great tool for product development department. It creates the 
Recipe Bank from each and every product developed. The complete recipe for each 
product type is maintained with each iteration in the development phase. Before any new 
product development,  system can flash the closest matched product based on certain 
given parameters to help in creating a new product.

The System is a fully integrated, modular, flexible and configurable solution, bringing a 
tailor-made software platform for all HR processes. It provides instant access to the 
manager and the employees for relevant information and HR activities. Appropriate 
access rights are defined in the administrative part of the application, in order to prevent 
any privacy breach or security conflicts.

From HR budgeting to separation, the system takes care of each and every HR related 
activity. Apart from the full HR function like Attendance, Shift, Leave, Transfer, 

Promotion, Training and Disciplinary activity, the system also 
processes the payroll. It is capable of generating individual pay 

slip to each employee and email it to the respective 
person.

Finance &
       accounting

HR & payroll

KANDAREE manages yarn, fabric, dyes & chemicals stocks with 
its uniquely designed flexible master data structure. It tracks any 
item by its batch, manufacturer, location, quality, expiry date, and 
invoice.  The system receives goods against the purchase order.  It 
assists the store people in palletizing, picking, preparing delivery 
challan, truck loading and making the delivery to the clients. It has 

the flexibility to create multiple stores and move goods in 
sync with the production process. A quality 

check is embedded within the 
process from receiving goods to the 

ready-to-issue stage. Quarantine process is in place to 
handle the quality rejections or purchase returns. From yarn receive to 

finished good delivery, system can track and monitor all items by use of barcode.

Store
     control

Procurement

Commercial
     activity

KANDAREE works as a great tool for product development 
department. It creates the Recipe Bank from each and every 
product developed. The complete recipe for each product type is 
maintained with each iteration in the development phase. Before 
any new product development,  system can flash the closest 
matched product based on certain given parameters to help in 
creating a new product.

KANDAREE support all type of commercial 
activity related to import and export. It tracks 
and monitors import status from L/C 
opening to receipt of good at the store.  The 
system generates all shipping documents. It 
also tracks shipping document from 
preparation to submission to bank.  It 
records all banking transactions and 
internally updates the accounting

system.

Fabrics
   development

Complete task level monitoring and Critical Path Analysis are handled through this system. 
The system provides enough flexibility to the user to create Task Templates for different 
Product Types and Order Lead Times. Templates with predefined tasks and relationships are 
kept in the library.

The system provides Critical Path for an Order and also “task-to-do” list for each 
individual employee and keeps track of the completion status. Any 

deviation on the Critical Path can be immediately picked 
up for corrective measure. The system notifies 

critical tasks and alerts for missed tasks. 
Company based escalation rule 

can also be set into the 
system. 

Time &
    action

KANDAREE Textile ERP is a highly configurable product to fit in any core business of woven fabric manufacturing under Textile sector. It is 
built with an objective to increase efficiency in every corner, targeted for higher productivity and profitability. From costing to delivery, 
KANDAREE Textile ERP interweaves all sequential and parallel task toward a single goal of higher productivity with quality. 
This solution provides full visibility of real-time data, represented in a timely manner to make informed and critical 
timely decisions.

KANDAREE Textile will transform your organization into a new era of digital management 
and enable you to make decisions based on real-time data on the ground.


